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Letter From Nintendo

Welcome to another issue of the Inside Indie World Newsletter!

With all the excitement from this year’s E3, it’s a great time to take stock of 
some of the promising indie games that have just arrived for the Nintendo 
Switch system – and some that are headed your way in the near future, 
too! Indie games provide windows into captivating worlds and heartfelt 
stories that capture our imaginations, and Nintendo is committed to 
offering players continued access to some of the latest creations from 
indie developers on Nintendo Switch.

At this year’s Voices of E3 panel, Indie Games: A Defining Artform, Nintendo 
joined forces with indie luminaries to discuss the state of the industry. 
You can check out the panel here for insight into Nintendo’s approach 
to supporting indie developers and bringing indie games to Nintendo 
Switch. Prior to E3, Nintendo also debuted another jam-packed Indie 
World Showcase. It contained a lineup of 21 indie games all coming to 
Nintendo Switch from our indie partners around the world. You can view 
that presentation here for footage of the games in action.

We’ll be diving into some of these games throughout this issue … 
and these just scratch the surface of the fun experiences planned for 
Nintendo Switch!

As always, thank you for your continued support. It’s an honor to welcome 
all these indie titles to Nintendo Switch. We can’t wait for you to get your 
hands on these games and begin your next adventure.

--Your friends at Nintendo

https://youtu.be/2LJdLhmZiPs?t=12875
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RNkRaNfCp4
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NEW TO NINTENDO SWITCH
While there are plenty of games to get excited for in the future, there are some recent 
indie gems available to play on your Nintendo Switch system right now! From swash-
buckling pirate capers on the high seas, to lovingly constructed puzzles with brain-tickling 
intricacy, to a rollicking ride through the evolution of game history, we hope the following 
titles add some variety and vitality to your gaming sessions this summer and beyond.

King of Seas: Cannon shots echo on 
the seven seas as on the horizon the 
sun rises on a new dawn of pirates. Drop 
your moorings, unfold the sails and 
launch yourself into the heart of the storm 
shaping your empire. In this action-RPG 
set in a procedurally generated pirate 
world, fight to regain what has been 
taken away. A universe full of colorful 
characters and breathtaking missions 
will keep you anchored as you strive to 
become the king of all pirates.
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

Weaving Tides: Call your Weaver 
and soar across a stunning woven 
landscape. Set out on a journey to 
explore ancient dungeons, solve puzzles, 
wrap up your foes and unravel the 
great mysteries of a long-forgotten past. 
Weaving Tides is a charming single-
player adventure set in a world of magic 
and textile. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

Cyber Hook: Speed through a 
gorgeous retrowave world using 
parkour skills and a grappling hook 
to scale and ride walls in this fast-
paced, 3D platformer. Blast enemies, 
manipulate time and twist physics to 
avoid falling to your death.
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Doki Doki Literature Club Plus!: 
Welcome to a terrifying world of poetry 
and romance. With every poem you 
write and every choice you make, you’ll 
charm your crush and begin to unfold 
the horrors of school romance. Now, 
the original mind-shattering Doki Doki 
Literature Club experience is packed 
with tons of new features and exclusive 
content. This is your chance to discover 
one of the most beloved psychological 
horror games of the decade!
ESRB Rating: MATURE 17+

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/king-of-seas-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/weaving-tides-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/cyber-hook-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/doki-doki-literature-club-plus-switch/
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Sky: Children of the Light: From 
the award-winning creators behind 
Journey and the highly acclaimed 
Flower, comes a groundbreaking social 
adventure that is set to warm your 
heart. Welcome to the enchanting 
world of Sky, where we arrive as children 
of light who team up to spread hope 
through a desolate kingdom and return 
fallen stars back to their constellations. 
Compassion, friendship and wonder 
await at every turn. 
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

Alba: A Wildlife Adventure: Join 
Alba as she visits her grandparents 
on a Mediterranean island, ready 
for a peaceful summer of wildlife 
exploration. But when she sees her 
beloved island in danger, she realizes 
that she needs to do something about 
it! Recruit volunteers for your cause, 
help heal sick animals, clean up the 
wilderness and ultimately save the 
island. For every download of the 
game, we will plant a tree. Help us 
grow Alba’s Forest.
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Wave Break: In the world’s first 
skateBOATING game, grind, grab, 
kickflip and shoot your way through an 
explosive 1980s crime-filled Miami Vice-
themed world. From tropical beaches 
to frozen tundras, ride the waves and 
score the world’s biggest combo with 
style. Featuring Weezy Mode, with a 
level and original song “Tell Me What 
You Want” from Weezer! 
ESRB Rating: TEEN

World’s End Club: The “Go-Getters Club,” 
a group of misfit students from all over 
Japan, find themselves trapped in a 
strange theme park during a class trip. 
In order to unravel the mystery of their 
circumstances and find an escape, they 
must take part in a “Game of Fate” that will 
test their bonds of friendship. With colorful 
visuals, charming characters, accessible 
gameplay and a compelling story, 
World’s End Club will captivate new and 
experienced players alike.
ESRB Rating: TEEN

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/sky-children-of-the-light-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/alba-a-wildlife-adventure-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/wave-break-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/worlds-end-club-switch/
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ENDER LILIES: Quietus of the Knights: 
In this dark fantasy 2D action-RPG, 
encounter horrific enemies against 
whom a moment of inattention could 
be fatal. Overcome these hardships and 
seek the truth with the help of fallen 
knights. ESRB Rating: TEEN

Worms Rumble: Welcome to Worms 
Rumble, the first-ever Worms game to 
feature real-time combat! Dive into 
epic 32-player cross-platform combat 
in this real-time, arena-based shooter. 
Squish your invertebrate opponents in 
Daily Challenges, Battle Modes and 
seasonal events to worm your way up 
the ranks. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

Beasts of Maravilla Island: In this 3D 
adventure game, take on the role of 
a young wildlife photographer who 
traverses Maravilla Island’s magical 
ecosystems to discover extraordinary 
creatures, learn their behaviors and, 
most importantly, photograph their 
majesty.ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Boomerang X: Whispers bubble from 
fresh cracks in the ground, echoing 
through the abandoned depths and 
primordial woods. A black flow cuts 
through stone and threatens to spill 
once more across the world. The ancient 
tetraform calls, and with it come unearthly 
powers. Catapult yourself through the air, 
use the power drawn from fallen creatures 
to slow time and cut through the 
swarms of dark beings with a razor-edge 
boomerang. Travel through once bustling 
locales, sacrificed to hide a myth, and 
descend the Godpath into the lost realms 
below. Cleanse these halls and ensure 
that whatever lies beneath doesn’t come 
back. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/ender-lilies-quietus-of-the-knights-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/worms-rumble-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/beasts-of-maravilla-island-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/boomerang-x-switch/
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Shovel Knight: Shovel of Hope: With 
the first downward swing of a shovel into 
a pile of treasure that sends a glittering 
explosion of gems into the air, players 
knew they were in for something special. 
Drawing inspiration from classic NES-era 
side-scrolling action games such as 
Zelda II: The Adventure of Link and the 
Mega Man series, while adding its own 
modern flair and charm, Shovel Knight: 
Shovel of Hope tasks you with defeating 
the evil Enchantress and a cadre of 
villainous knights known as The Order of 
No Quarter. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Shovel Knight: Plague of Shadows:
If you had fun taking down the 
villainous knights in the first Shovel 
Knight game, this follow-up entry 
thrusts you into the role of the 
maniacal alchemist Plague Knight. 
A magical quest with an unlikely 
romance bubbling just beneath the 
surface, this journey to create the 
perfect combo of potions will open 
your eyes to the true character of one 
the original game’s “villains.” Offering 
a steeper challenge with an even 
sweeter story, this game is included 
in the Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove 
collection. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

The Ace of Spades: Seven summers ago, 
a chivalrous blue knight armed with an 
unassuming garden tool, which he wielded with 
dizzying dexterity, made his gaming debut in a 
groundbreaking adventure that everyone dug. 
His legion of admirers affectionately refer to him 
as Shovel Knight, and his arrival has altered the 
landscape of indie games ever since.

You can dig into the entire series of Shovel 
Knight games on Nintendo Switch, so in honor 
of the franchise’s seventh anniversary, let’s take 
a look back at all the outstanding entries we’ve 
seen so far from Yacht Club Games.

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/shovel-knight-shovel-of-hope-switch/
The Ace of Spades: 
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Shovel Knight: Specter of Torment:
In addition to being another outstanding 
entry in the Shovel Knight franchise, 
this action-packed prequel actually 
launched on the same day as the 
Nintendo Switch system! It was quite an 
auspicious day for Specter Knight, the 
zippy dash-slashing reaper and master of 
wall climbing. In this game, you’ll join him 
with his scythe and preternatural agility 
at the ready as he seeks to regain his 
lost humanity and break his chains 
of servitude. Don’t fear the reaper … 
become him!
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Shovel Knight Showdown:
When a magical catastrophe creates a 
world of never-ending battle, the heroes 
and villains of the Shovel Knight saga 
must discover the source of the disaster 
and fight to set things right! Duel with 
up to four players and scramble after 
gems as your favorite characters from 
the Shovel Knight series in all-out brawls! 
Enjoy endless multiplayer clashes with 
friends, or choose from more than 16 
playable characters in Story Mode. 
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Shovel Knight: King of Cards: Hear 
ye, hear ye! Thou might ask thine self, 
how doth it feel to be King? Step into 
the gilded boots of King Knight and 
find out. Leap, Shoulder Bash and twirl 
your way to a kingdom of your own 
in this regal prequel. Learn how King 
Knight came to sit upon the throne 
at Pridemoor Keep while becoming 
an expert in Joustus, a collectible 
card game. Some have called him 
a fool who plays at being king, but 
competing for the Joustus Crown is no 
simple matter! 
ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove: Are 
you overwhelmed with all this great 
Shovel Knight content, but don’t know 
where to start? Well, don’t throw in the 
trowel! Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove is 
your one-stop solution containing all 
the indie classics listed above. Journey 
through seven shoveling years of indie 
game history all from your Nintendo 
Switch system. Experience the love, 
laughter and 8-bit retro charm that 
has won over millions of acolytes 
worldwide. Now you, too, can sharpen 
thy shovel, strike the earth and get 
digging! ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/shovel-knight-specter-of-torment-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/shovel-knight-showdown-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/shovel-knight-king-of-cards-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/shovel-knight-treasure-trove-switch/
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INDIE WORLD SPOTLIGHT

The vast library of games on Nintendo Switch offers players access to viewpoints from 
diverse creators across the globe, all with their own extraordinary stories to share.
We’re so fortunate to welcome these games and developers to the Nintendo Switch family 
of systems, and we’d love for you to hear more about their background and perspectives. 
This issue’s Indie World Spotlight focuses on one of our partners in South Korea. Gwangju, 
South Korea is home to SouthPAW Games, which was born out of a game development 
club at Chonnam National University. The studio’s founders were a youthful bunch full of 
big dreams. They grew up loving action-platformers, so after hitting it off in their university’s 
game club, they decided to officially team up on a full-fledged professional project. After a 
lot of trial and error, the studio’s first official game was born – Skul: The Hero Slayer.

In Skul: The Hero Slayer, you’ll take on an entire army to rescue your king in a fast-paced, 
action-packed rogue-lite game. And the best part? To progress in the game, you’ll need 
to swap abilities, which is done by swapping … heads! With 100 playable character 
variations, each with their own special abilities, you might think you’re out of your skull 
in real life! SouthPAW Games CEO Sangwoo Park shared some interesting facts about 
the development of the game: “Not many people know this, but Skul: The Hero Slayer 
originally started out as a top-down action game and only had one playable character, 
Skul (especially considering that we now have 100!).”

“It took us about eight months to make the prototype, but we weren’t happy with the 
final results so we made the hard decision to scrap everything and start from scratch 
again. Considering that we had no source of income or past success to rely on at 
that time, it was a really difficult conclusion to reach. However, we think that it’s our 
responsibility to make absolutely sure that our games are fun and not settle for anything 
less. In other words, thinking ‘We don’t really think this is fun, but some other people will, 
right?’ is just not good enough.” “In the end, we mustered what courage we had left 
and started developing Skul again. And ever since that moment, we’ve been doing 
everything we can to make sure our games are a blast to play. Our mindset will never 
change in that regard.”

Skul: The Hero Slayer, an epic tale of an undying skeleton, launches for Nintendo Switch 
this summer. To learn more about the talented indie developers from around the world 
who are creating games playable on Nintendo Switch, visit 
https://indieworld.nintendo.com/news/.

ESRB Rating: TEEN

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/skul-the-hero-slayer-switch/
https://indieworld.nintendo.com/news/
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TIPS & 
TRICKS

Aerial_Knight’s Never Yield: This 3D runner tells the story of Wally, who has uncovered 
the evidence that can change his city forever. Run, jump, slide or dash for acrobatic 
variants leading to wild combinations and avoid the challenges that await. Hopefully, 
you’re fast enough to outrun your enemies and expose the truth. Or at least live long 
enough to see what happens. To help you survive in this futuristic, Tokyo-style Detroit, try 
out some of these pointers to up your game.

Aerial_Knight’s Never Yield is available now in Nintendo eShop.

ESRB Rating: TEEN

Take your time. The fastest way to complete a level your first go is to actually not dash 
unless the game calls for it. The slower you go the fewer deaths you’ll have, which 
leads to a faster time.

If slow motion isn’t your thing then you can return to the menu after beating the 
first level and play the entire game on the increased difficulty that removes it or 
decreases it. While you’re there you can check out the new outfits you’ve unlocked.

There are a lot of hints in the prologue and the main menu 
for a better understanding of the story. Pay attention to the 
lyrics in the last level.

You can complete levels with a better time by increasing the difficulty, but things do 
move a lot faster. Beware of more obstacles in your path.

The game is meant to be a really chill experience 
to lay back and complete over a lazy afternoon or 
weekend. So play in a way that relaxes you the most, 
be it Normal, Hard or Insane.

When encountering an obstacle, the game just checks to see if Wally is doing the right 
move to make it past the obstacle. You can use this to your advantage to trick the 
game into letting you get away with a lot more than you normally would in a runner.

Coins are hidden in a few levels which give you one shot 
at the bonus level. Don’t let the camera tricks fool you – 
the controls are the same.

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/aerial-knights-never-yield-switch/
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TIPS & 
TRICKS

Dead Cells – Fatal Falls: In Fatal Falls, the latest individual DLC installment for 
Dead Cells, you’ll explore floating shrines, infiltrate the lair of an outlawed secret 
society and learn the tells of a new boss. On top of the new areas, you’ll also 
discover new weapons and enemies. Dead Cells is well-known for its tough-but-
fair challenges, and Fatal Falls is certainly no exception. Here are a few pointers to 
help you sharpen your skills and use your alchemic abilities to the fullest.

Dead Cells – Fatal Falls is available now in Nintendo eShop.

ESRB Rating: TEEN

You might feel like a boss when you dodge a spear thrown by a Cold Blooded 
Guardian, and rightly so. But don’t stand and laugh for too long or you’ll be in for 
a nasty surprise.

If you make it through the Fractured Shrines biome, you might find that the door 
to Undying Shores is blocked. Use your head and think about who would be able 
to get through those doors.

In Undying Shores you’ll come across three doors with glowing purple runes. It’s 
going to look like gibberish to you, but keep an eye out for tasteful decorations in 
the level – these will give you a clue of which door to pick.

The Apostate enemies might seem slow and weak, but they don’t like to let their 
dead friends stay that way and you can quickly find yourself overwhelmed by 
reanimated enemies. Get rid of them quickly.

Watch your step in Fractured Shrines. 
The cult that inhabits these lands hates 
outsiders, so deadly traps are hidden 
everywhere. But the traps hurt them just 
as much as they hurt you, so use them 
to your advantage.

The giant stone statues sure look 
intimidating, and you’ll be tempted to 
run right on past them. But defeating 
them will give you access to a room full 
to the brim with loot. Go for it.

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/dead-cells-switch/
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NAMES BEHIND THE GAMES

Indie games are developed by passionate teams of artists who pour their hearts 
into their creations. The results often stand out for their expressiveness and 
individuality, surprising players with their distinct worlds and characters. Where 
does all that ingenuity and inventiveness come from? We spoke to some indie 
developers for insight into their creative methods.

“Signs is a narrative game where you play cards to converse and develop relationships 
rather than to defeat enemies. So, how did we land on this core mechanic? From the 
start, I wanted to explore ways to handle conversation in games that didn’t rely on 
dialogue trees or other established methods.

We worked through various approaches. There were a lot, and some that I still think 
have promise, but none that quite hit on our goal of capturing the feel and flow of 
conversation. It always felt a bit too antagonistic.

The breakthrough came when we took a step back and greatly simplified the approach. 
Matching shapes to build a sequence felt like a clear metaphor for building a 
connection but was it too abstract?

Amazingly, from the very first paper prototype, it clicked. It captured the right feeling while 
allowing players to fill in the blanks, drawing from their own experiences and reading into 
what’s left unsaid.

It’s our hope that not only will you enjoy the story, but that it will lead to personal 
reflections in the themes and how the cards play out!”

- Dyala Kattan-Wright, Echodog Games, designer and creative director of
  Signs of the Sojourner

For more fun info about the making of Signs of the Sojourner, check out Dyala’s full 
interview at https://indieworld.nintendo.com.

ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/signs-of-the-sojourner-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/whatsnew/detail/2021/creating-a-different-kind-of-card-game-for-signs-of-the-sojourner/
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NAMES BEHIND THE GAMES (cont.)

“During development we stumbled onto two things that we think formed the heart of 
UnderMine: strategic resource management, and earnest, endearing world building.

In UnderMine, we treat everything as a currency, even the buffs and debuffs (blessings 
and curses) that are applied to the player. The strategy comes from asking for more 
currency than you’re providing. This way the player must decide whether or not to forgo 
their current power for a possibly bigger reward. The game rewards players for thinking 
outside the box, and surprises them when they stumble across new, interesting, and 
powerful combinations.

The other key strength of UnderMine is its world building and strong characters. We 
wanted to tell a story that reflected us and our values. It has a pretty dark theme – one 
of a workforce being exploited by a powerful kingdom and archmage overseer. In order 
to make it more approachable, we present it as largely optional and drape it in a veil of 
subtle humor.

Each character relates to this theme in some way. Whether it’s the guard duo of Toadvine 
and Bathcat who blindly perform their assigned job, or Black Rabbit, a street urchin who 
fell through the cracks and is making up for it with a weird entrepreneurial spirit. These 
characters embody frustrations we have felt in our personal and professional lives and 
it’s rewarding to see players relate to them as well.”

- Clint Tasker, Thorium, designer and writer of UnderMine

For more fun info about the making of UnderMine, check out Clint’s full interview at 
https://indieworld.nintendo.com.

ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/undermine-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/whatsnew/detail/2021/creating-the-heart-of-undermine/
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LOOKING AHEAD

The upcoming release calendar of indie games for Nintendo Switch is stacked 
with adventures that will introduce us all to worlds we never dreamed possible. 
There’s a little something for everyone in this lineup, from retro action revivals to 
contemplative narrative explorations. Make sure to add anything that catches 
your eye to your wish list in Nintendo eShop. We hope you look forward to the 
hundreds of hours of imaginative gameplay coming your way soon.

Cris Tales: Drawing inspiration from classic 
and modern JRPGs, Cris Tales incorporates 
time traveling into its storyline and combat 
with a variety of surprise effects, like making 
enemies younger and thus easier to defeat. 
While exploring this handcrafted, dark fairy-
tale world, you’ll recruit a diverse cast of allies 
and discover new realms. Cris Tales lands on 
Nintendo Switch on July 20. ESRB Rating: TEEN

Last Stop: Last Stop from developer Variable 
State is a single-player third-person adventure 
set in modern-day London, where you play 
as three separate characters whose worlds 
collide in the midst of a supernatural crisis. 
What connects these three strangers? Where 
will fate lead them? Find out when Last Stop 
launches for Nintendo Switch on July 22. 
ESRB Rating: TEEN

Spelunky: The classic platformer that paved 
the way for other roguelike indies plunges 
onto Nintendo Switch! Spelunky features 
randomly-generated, fully-destructible levels 
that offer a different experience each time 
you play. Journey deep underground and 
explore fantastic places filled with all manner 
of monsters, traps and treasure. Spelunky 
launches for Nintendo Switch this summer. 
ESRB: RATING PENDING

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/cris-tales-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/last-stop-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/spelunky-switch/
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LOOKING AHEAD (cont.)

Spelunky 2: Brave your way through 
treacherous tunnels and caverns, outfitted with 
the survival supplies you find along the way. 
Featuring dense worlds teeming with secrets, 
surprises and slapstick hilarity, each time you 
play promises danger and delight. Watch 
out for leprechauns, ghosts, flying fish and 
galloping turkeys as you explore the unknown. 
Spelunky 2 launches for Nintendo Switch this 
summer. ESRB: RATING PENDING

Trash Sailors: The world was flooded by a 
giant Trash Tsunami. Luckily for you, a lot of 
trash is floating around. Trash is your main 
resource and the most valuable thing in this 
world. You can recycle it into fuel, raft spare 
parts and even weapons. Brace yourself for 
swamp crocodiles, toxic sharks and arctic 
pirates. Did we mention lots of trash? Trash 
Sailors launches for Nintendo Switch on
Aug. 30. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE 10+

KeyWe: KeyWe is a cute, cooperative postal 
puzzler starring two small kiwi birds working 
in a whimsical post office. They must jump, 
flap and butt-slam across an interactive 
landscape of levers, bells and buttons to get 
those messages delivered on time! KeyWe 
launches for Nintendo Switch on Aug. 31 
and is currently available for pre-order in 
Nintendo eShop. ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

art of rally: Will you master the art of rally? 
Drive iconic cars inspired by the golden era 
of rally racing on challenging stages through 
stylized environments set around the world. 
art of rally launches for Nintendo Switch this 
summer.   ESRB Rating: EVERYONE

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/spelunky-2-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/trash-sailors-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/keywe-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/art-of-rally-switch/
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LOOKING AHEAD (cont.)

Astria Ascending: Discover a mature story 
written by Kazushige Nojima and an epic score 
composed by Hitoshi Sakimoto. As one of the 
Fated Eight, explore the world of Orcanon, where 
12 ancient beasts dwell, and fight against your 
destiny to save the world in this hand-drawn 
JRPG. Work together to restore Harmony while 
waging strategic turn-based battles. Fight for the 
future while you reckon with the past. Sacrifice 
everything, relinquish nothing. Astria Ascending 
launches for Nintendo Switch on Sept. 30.
ESRB Rating: TEEN

Road 96: In a narrative-focused game with a 
mix of adventure, exploration and puzzle-solving, 
Road 96 tells a procedural story with thousands 
of potential paths to take. Meet characters 
from all walks of life and learn their intertwining 
stories. The decisions you make – both big and 
small – can drastically alter your experience. 
There are many roads. Which one will you 
take? Road 96 drives onto Nintendo Switch this 
summer. ESRB Rating: TEEN

Outer Wilds: You’re the newest recruit of Outer 
Wilds Ventures, a fledgling space program 
searching for answers in a strange, constantly 
evolving solar system. What lurks in the heart 
of the ominous Dark Bramble? Who built the 
alien ruins on the Moon? Can the endless 
time loop be stopped? Answers await you in 
the most dangerous reaches of space. Outer 
Wilds launches for Nintendo Switch this summer.   
ESRB Rating: PENDING

THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD: Remake: The 
classic arcade rail-shooter is back with a new 
makeover and exciting gameplay changes! 
In this multiplayer game, you’ll suit up as a 
pair of government agents sent to investigate 
disappearances, only to find hordes of undead 
monstrosities. THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD: Remake 
launches for Nintendo Switch later this year. 
ESRB: RATING PENDING

https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/astria-ascending-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/road-96-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/outer-wilds-switch/
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/the-house-of-the-dead-remake-switch/
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Thank you for joining us for this issue 
of the Inside Indie World Newsletter! 
For all the latest news and updates about indie games on Nintendo Switch, 
be sure to follow the Indie World Twitter account @IndieWorldNA. 

You can also find developer interviews, monthly recaps and more at 
indieworld.nintendo.com.
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